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ABSTRACT
This paper investigates the effects of carbon taxes and investment in public and private
low-carbon research and development (R&D) on GDP, employment and CO2 emissions in
several Northern European countries. We find that carbon taxes have no significant effect
on GDP, employment and CO2 emissions. However, our results indicate that public and
private R&D investment in environmentally-friendly technologies can significantly drive
down emissions in the long run. Our contribution to the literature consists in introducing
a novel application of Structural Vector Autoregression (SVAR) analysis to the field of
environmental economics, using data for selected Scandinavian countries.
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1.

Introduction

The worldwide lockdowns and consequent slowdown of global production during the
COVID-19 pandemic have induced a significant overall decrease in CO2 emissions by
8.8% - the largest observed decrease since World War II (Liu et al., 2020). However,
such decrease was triggered mostly by a massive supply-side shock (Brinca et al.,
2020) in the global production chains. Shan et al. (2021) estimate that supply-chain
effects contributed 90.1% of emissions decline from power production in 2020 and
13.6% of transport sector reductions. Nevertheless, the good news of reduced CO2
emissions due to lockdowns came together with a sharp drop in most countries’ GDP.
As stated by the Bureau of Economic Analysis (2020) and the European Commission
(2020), compared with the same period in the previous year, the United States and
the European Union saw their GDP decline by 32.9% and 12.1%, respectively.
In that sense the “COVID-19 experiment” emphasizes the important trade-off between
emissions reductions in fighting climate change and economic welfare. This trade-off
also constitutes a major political stumbling block to general actions aimed at halting
climate change in normal times. The current decrease in emissions is expected to
be offset once the virus is under control and the global economy recovers. In the
pandemic’s aftermath policymakers therefore have to be equipped with a sensible set
of tools if significant reductions in CO2 are to be achieved without hampering economic
growth.
In order to sharpen our understanding of those tools, we evaluate the macroeconomic
impact of three policies that are commonly regarded as crucial in fighting climate
change. Firstly, we look at carbon taxes, a tool considered by many economists to be
the most cost-effective way to reduce carbon-based emissions. Secondly, we consider
public low-carbon R&D as conducted for example by state-led institutes or universities.
Lastly, we look at private research and development (R&D) investment in low-carbon
technologies. This kind of private low-carbon R&D is a potential target for governmental innovation policies. The advantage in that case is that the state intervention
constitutes a market or system failure correction, however, leaving the powerful private
incentives to innovate in free markets untouched.
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We assume tax regimes to impact the macro economy in the short run, whereas fostering low-carbon R&D affects outcomes in the long run. This is of interest for policymakers, since tax revenues from carbon emissions could potentially be employed to fund
counter-cyclical fiscal spending on public low-carbon R&D, or to support low-carbon
private R&D through tax credits or subsidies. This could smooth emissions over time
while contributing to sustained technological advancement. Promoting private lowcarbon R&D under carbon taxes thus could even intensify firms’ wish to innovate in
a climate-friendly way.
Nevertheless, identifying the dynamic causal effect of environmental policies on economic aggregates like GDP and employment, and on CO2 emissions, is complicated
due to the possibility of simultaneity. For instance, investment in R&D may be procyclical, depending on countries’ current economic performance. Rising levels of CO2
emissions may also prompt governments to impose higher carbon taxes, complicating the analysis of whether carbon taxes reduce CO2 emissions. In order to address
potential simultaneity, we model our variables of interest explicitly in the framework
of a Structural Vector Autoregression (SVAR) model. In doing so we can control for
simultaneity and use the SVAR to assess the impact of structural shocks in form
of higher carbon taxes, public and private low carbon R&D on the growth rates of
GDP, employment and CO2 emissions, adopting and expanding a methodology similar to the one introduced by Metcalf and Stock (2020). In this paper we carry out an
analysis of Denmark, Finland, Sweden and Norway and focus on taxes levied on the
transport, household, commercial and institutional sector and their emissions.

1

We

further analyse the impact of low carbon public and private R&D on the aggregates
of interest.
We find that carbon taxes do not significantly affect GDP and employment in the long
run, but we also find no significant effect of the taxes on CO2 emissions. However, this
result may be refined once more data on European carbon taxes becomes available.
Furthermore, our results indicate a significant negative effect of low carbon R&D on
CO2 emissions, where in some countries private and in other countries public low
1 Our

four countries are also part of the European wide emissions trading system (EU-ETS), which covers

around 40 percent of each country’s emissions from other sectors such as energy, energy-intensive industries
like steel and chemicals, and commercial aviation. Thus, we only investigate the impact of carbon taxes on
emissions from sectors outside of the ETS system (European Commission, 2021).
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carbon R&D dominates in contribution. The effect of low-carbon R&D on GDP and
employment differs across countries.
In the following section we review the literature and provide some additional background information on carbon taxes and low-carbon R&D in Nordic countries. Section
3 presents our methodology and data. Section 4 presents the results from our analysis
which are being discussed in Section 5. Section 6 provides checks to robustness of our
results. Section 7 concludes.

2.

Previous Literature

This section reviews the literature on the impact of carbon taxes and low-carbon R&D
on macroeconomic variables as well as CO2 emissions. We first review the literature
concerned with economy-wide effects of carbon taxes and then focus on those generally
investigating R&D in low-carbon technologies. An overview of the history of carbon
taxes in Nordic countries is provided in Appendix A .

2.1.

Previous Literature on the Macroeconomic Impact of Carbon Taxes

The economic impact of carbon taxes on GDP mostly is estimated by using large-scale
computable general equilibrium (CGE) models. These models mostly assume that
there exist no long-run effects of a carbon tax on the relative prices of the economic
fundamentals, which in turn determine the long-run growth rate of GDP. Therefore,
it is assumed that carbon taxes have no long run effect on the GDP growth rate.
However, they are believed to affect growth rates in the short-run. This rationale
follows the “parallel path hypothesis” as first introduced by Nordhaus in his DICE
model (1992), which states that a carbon tax moves GDP to a new level after which
it would move in parallel to its no tax counterfactual. We adopt this assumption later
on in our identification strategy as it presents a testable restriction on the SVAR
specifications, namely, that the long-run effect of a shock to the carbon tax on GDP
growth is zero. Like for GDP, there is an a priori expectation of a “parallel path”
hypothesis for CO2 emissions, meaning that a carbon tax may change the relative
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price of emissions-intensive technologies and reduce emissions rapidly, but in the longrun the growth of emissions would be driven by the fundamental factors driving energy
demand (Metcalf and Stock, 2020). The very notion that carbon taxes could have the
potential to flatten the rates of emissions, especially by incentivizing innovation and
low-carbon technologies, captures a key idea behind climate policy. In general results
using CGE models to investigate the impact of carbon taxes are similar in the sense
that they find mostly only small or no reductions in GDP at all. Goulder and Hafstead
(2017) for instance estimate that a $40 per ton carbon tax2 for the US beginning in
2020 and rising at 5 percent real annually would decrease GDP by just over one percent
in 2035 relative to a no-tax counterfactual. Again considering a carbon tax for the US
starting at $40 per ton and rising at 2 percent annually Goulder (2019) find that costs
in terms of GDP over a period from 2016 to 2050 and discounted at 3 percent amount
to less than one-third of one percent of GDP.
Turning to European countries, Freire-González (2018) finds that a A
C30 per ton carbon
tax reduces national GDP around 0.1% after 30 years while reducing carbon emissions
significantly. In a large CGE model approach taking into account ageing population
trends combined with projections on the incidence of automation into production
processes Costantini and Sforna (2019) find that the EU GDP might decrease by up
to 10% by 2045. This however is calculated under a worst case scenario with no future
productivity gains, a decreasing population and unilateral EU carbon policy where
the rest of the world has no abatement constraints resulting in GDP losses related to
the concept of carbon leakage.
Turning to the empirical studies, Metcalf (2019) finds no adverse GDP impact of the
carbon tax implemented in British Columbia when applying a difference-in-difference
analysis of a panel of Canadian provinces over the time period 1990 to 2016. A modest
positive impact on GDP is detected when investigating a panel of European countries
over the time period 1985 to 2017.
Positive impact from carbon taxes on GDP is especially possible when considering an
efficient use of tax revenues. Brannlund and Gren (1999) provide a review of Scandinavian countries who were amongst the first to implement carbon taxes. Subsequently,
2 The

literature often focuses on taxes of $40 per ton of carbon rising at 5 percent real annually as being this

the official policy recommendation by the Climate Leadership Council (2019).
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those revenues were used in order to finance reductions in marginal tax rates for their
income taxes boosting GDP as a consequence. The present paper follows a similar
strain of thought by suggesting the possibility of financing initiatives to foster lowcarbon private R&D by the means of carbon tax revenues. Using local projections
Metcalf and Stock (2020) estimate the impact of carbon taxes in European countries
on GDP and found no adverse impacts of the tax on economic growth or employment.
Considering the ultimate purpose of carbon taxes - reductions in CO2 emissions - Lin
and Li (2011) make use of difference-in-difference regressions by comparing individual
countries with carbon taxes (Finland, the Netherlands, Norway, Denmark and Sweden) with a set of control countries. They find mixed results, whereby in four of the
five countries, the growth rate of emissions falls between 0.5% and 1.7%. The only
statistically significant estimate is the one for Finland at the 10% level suggesting a
drop in the growth rate of emissions of 1.7%. Andersson (2019) assesses the impact
of the Swedish carbon tax on transportation emissions (being the sector most heavily
taxed) and states that sectorial emissions dropped by 11%.
By applying a multiple panel regression to data on Scandinavia taking into account
the synergy of other environmental policy tools with carbon taxes Hájek et. al (2019)
find that increasing the tax by A
C1 per tonne may decrease the annual emissions per
capita by 11.58kg. In another recent study on Scandinavia, Ghazouani et al. (2020)
make use of the propensity score matching method and show a positive and significant
impact of the carbon taxes with a reduction of emissions from 2.61% to 3.04% as the
average effect of the treatment.
As can be gathered from the review above, most studies for Europe focus on the
comparison of the Scandinavian countries that adopted carbon taxes early on relative
to those which not yet engage in such kind of policy. Results across studies seem to
consistently show the desired effect of the tax over emissions. Macro variables such as
GDP and employment generally seem to experience little effects, however, results differ
slightly - some studies indicate negative effects when modeling under the assumption
of worst case scenarios of overall economic conditions, others indicating even positive
effects of a carbon tax on GDP in European countries. In above sense our paper
contributes to the empirical literature on the macroeconomic impact of carbon taxes
insofar that it applies a novel application of the SVAR methodology in the spirit of
9

Metcalf and Stock (2020). In general our results match the overall findings of previous
studies.

2.2.

Previous Literature on the Macroeconomic Impact of Public and
Private R&D

In order to study the relation between R&D expenditures and economic performance
a variety of approaches have been introduced. Most studies have related R&D expenditures with productivity, economic growth or output in diverse econometric models.
Amongst these studies some have also investigated private, social and environmental
rates of return to R&D spending. The general intuition behind most publications concerned with the R&D-growth nexus rests on neoclassical growth theory as introduced
by Solow (1956). The author claimed that the Solow-Residual contributes more than
50% of growth in the industrialized world to intangible factors, such as changes in
education, the creation of new means of production through public as well as private
R&D and changes in organisation and methods of production. These very insights have
encouraged governments all over the world to invest significant amounts of resources
with the aim of providing public- or stimulating private R&D. The specific effect of
private low-carbon R&D however has only been subject to few - mostly empirical publications yet.
Beginning with an older study, Margolis and Kammen (1999) examine data on international trends in alternative energy R&D funding and provide evidence that there
has been substantial under-investment in clean energy solutions already more than 20
years ago. In newer research Wong et al. (2013) examine the role of the effect of overall
energy R&D on GDP in OECD countries with and without oil reserves and find that
renewable energy R&D causes a positive and significant effect of 1.4% on economic
growth within the countries without oil reserves using panel-based fully-modified ordinary least squares for the period from 1980 to 2010. The authors follow the intuition
that energy R&D affects the supply of energy whereas energy consumption affects the
demand of energy, which in turn affects the output in the economy. Sokolov-Mladenović
(2016) constructs a multiple regression model for the EU28 during the period of 2002
to 2012 showing that an increase in the R&D to GDP share by 1% would cause an
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increase of real GDP growth rate by 2.2%.
The effect of the more narrowly defined low-carbon private or public R&D on employment is scarcely investigated in empirical studies. Aldieri et al. (2019) apply generalised method of moments to firm level data from 2002 to 2010 and find a positive
relation between the two variables due to environmental spillovers. Licht and Peters
(2013) evaluate employment at the firm level using instrumental variable estimation
and identify a positive effect of environmentally friendly product innovation on employment. Gagliardi et al. (2016) employ a linear model with endogeneity control and
see strong positive impact of green innovation on employment. Albrizio et al. (2017)
evaluate 24 years of OECD firm level data and conclude that environmental investment leads to efficiency improvement and occupation. Similar to general R&D, the
impact of green R&D and innovation is regarded to be employment friendly across
different studies.
Econometric studies concerned with the CO2-R&D nexus most commonly employ
the analysis of panel data and time series data for individual companies, regions or
countries. Within this strain of literature most studies conclude on a negative effect
of R&D on CO2 emissions - however, explicit focus on the investigation of the effects
low-carbon R&D are again scarce.
Fernandez et al. (2018) look at data for the EU, China and USA over the period from
1990 to 2013 and find that R&D which has been aimed at reducing CO2 emissions
had considerable success in doing so. Shahbaz et al. (2018) obtain a negative effect of
energy research innovations on CO2 emissions in France in the period from 1955 to
2016 applying unit root and cointegration tests. In China environmental innovations
appear to have reduced emissions between 2000 and 2013 according to a study by
Zhang et al. (2017). Separating the scale from intensity effects for the data on CO2
emissions in 95 countries in the period between 1996 and 2007, Li and Wang (2013)
obtain a negative effect of technological advancement on CO2 emissions. Churchill et
al. (2019) look at a long data set from 1870 to 2014 in order to evaluate the impact
of R&D intensity on CO2 emissions in G7 countries. In doing so the authors apply
parametric and non-parametric econometric methods and obtain results that imply
potentially negative and positive impacts. These results implicitly point towards the
potential problem of rebound effects (Freire-González 2017), where improved energy
11

efficiency can lead to both income and substitution effects, whereby the dominating
effect determines the quality of the outcome. Petrovı́c and Lobanov (2019) evaluate
the impact of R&D expenditures on CO2 emissions in 16 OECD countries from 1981
to 2014 and find that growth of R&D investments by 1% reduces CO2 emissions by
up to 0.15% on average. However, the study implies that the direction of the longrun effect of overall R&D is ambiguous and that therefore investment efforts should
shift exclusively towards R&D directly focused on reducing CO2 emissions. Finally,
Lim and Kim (2012) introduce R&D industry into a theoretical CGE model for the
Korean economy and reveal that when R&D subsidies are combined with a optimal
carbon tax policy, real GDP can grow without increasing CO2 emissions. This paper
comes closest to our research questions regarding the policy mix that the authors
investigate, however by applying a theoretical model calibrated on Korean data.
In general, previous publications regard green R&D as having positive effects on GDP
and employment and negative effects on CO2 emissions. Our paper is able to confirm
these findings and contributes to the literature with a novel application of SVAR
analysis to macroeconomic and environmental data and constructing individual shocks
for low-carbon public R&D and low-carbon private R&D.
Regarding the overall previous literature on the topic, the present paper is innovative
insofar that it provides a holistic study of a policy mix concerned with the mitigation
of CO2 emissions through distinct variables for low-carbon private- and low-carbon
public R&D and carbon taxes (generally regarded to be one of the most effective
tools at disposal). This provides insights on mitigation of the potentially negative
impact on countries’ GDP that carbon taxes may have by enhancing low-carbon R&D
investments. To the best of our knowledge this has not been done yet within one
empirical study and neither by using data on private and public low-carbon R&D and
carbon taxes on country level in Northern Europe applying SVAR analysis instead of
large scale CGE models.
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3.

Methodology and Data

In the following we outline the methodological approach applied throughout our analysis. Also we provide a comprehensive introduction to the data used in our model.

3.1.

Econometric Approach

In this subsection we explain how we evaluate the macroeconomic impact of a carbon
tax shock and that of shocks to public and private low-carbon R&D spending on lowcarbon technology. We use three Structural Vector Autoregression models to recover
a one-standard deviation shock of carbon tax and low-carbon R&D respectively, and
investigate their impact on the evolution of GDP, employment and CO2 emissions. In
an extension, we include both public low-carbon R&D - proxied by government budgets
allocated to this research avenue - and private low-carbon R&D - proxied by patents
on technologies with an environmentally friendly application - in an SVAR to uncover
how public and low-carbon R&D incentivize and complement each other. Lastly, we
conduct a robustness checks, where we extend the sample period, excluding the variable
of employment variables in the model specification, and exploit the resulting higher
degrees of freedom to investigate a model with three lags to better capture dynamic
properties.
Either SVAR specification includes 4 dependent variables - GDP, employment, CO2
emissions and the policy variable in question, carbon taxes or private and public lowcarbon R&D investment - and is estimated with two annual lags as regressors. To
ensure that our SVAR model is stable we enter GDP, employment and CO2 emissions
in growth rates instead of levels after checking that they are difference-stationary with
a Augmented Dickey Fuller test. Following Stock and Watson (2018) and PlagborgMoller and Wolf (2019), we compute our SVAR standard errors using a wild bootstrap.
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3.1.1.

Identifying the low-carbon R&D shocks with a Short-Run Cholesky
Identification

To extract the low-carbon R&D shocks that have an impact on GDP, employment
and CO2 emissions, we impose a short-run recursive restriction. In the following we
explain how we derive the corresponding SVAR specification.
The structural representation of a VAR model is

A0 yt = c + A(L)yt−1 + Bεt

Where yt is a (4 × 1) vector of the endogenous variables, which are the first difference
of (1) logged real GDP, (2) logged employment numbers, (3) logged public or private
R&D Investment, (4) logged CO2 emissions. A0 is the matrix of contemporaneous
relations between the endogenous variables, and A(L) is a (4 × 4) matrix polynomial
in the lag operator which represents the Impulse Response Functions of the variables
in xt to the shocks. B is another (4 × 4) matrix that models the relations between the
(4 × 1) vector of innovations εt = [εCO2 emissions , εR&D , εGDP , εEmployment ], which are
also called the reduced form shocks, and the (4 × 1) vector of structural shocks ut .
To estimate the SVAR model with OLS, we estimate the reduced form of the model,
−1
which we obtain by multiplying equation (1) by an inverse matrix A−1
0 =S

yt = C(L)εt
where C(L) = S −1 A(L)
and ut = S −1 Bεt
ut is a (4 × 1) vector of shocks in reduced form which are uncorrelated. We assume
that the structural shocks are a linear combination of the reduced form shocks. Identification implies finding the matrix B which maps reduced form shocks into structural
shocks. Hence, we want to obtain a vector of structural shocks that are mutually
uncorrelated, and their variance Σu normalized to unity.


E ut u0t ≡ Σu = IK
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By construction a one standard deviation innovation in εt becomes a unit innovation
in the structural shocks ut , so the structural impulse responses we obtain from our
SVAR are responses to a one-standard deviation shock.
Using a Cholesky decomposition the matrix S is identified as a lower triangular matrix
and B as a 4-dimensional Identity matrix.
We use partial Identification to make the assumption that private and public lowcarbon R&D has no contemporaneous impact on CO2 emission, but may have immediate impact on GDP and employment. Therefore, although our S −1 matrix has
16 entries, we only need 6 additional assumptions. Specifically, to identify structural
shocks we restrict to zero the upper diagonal elements of matrix S −1 which translates
the impact effects of structural shocks on model variables, as seen below.




 

s11 0
0
0
CO2t



 




 

∆low-carbon R&Dt 
s21 s22 0
0  low-carbonR&Dt 

 = C(L) 
×




 



s31 s32 s33 0  

∆GDPt
GDPt



 

s41 s42 s43 s44
Employmentt
∆Employmentt
∆CO2 Emissionst



Note that identification depends on the ordering of the variables in the SVAR representation. The third Cholesky shock is our public or private low-carbon R&D shock. We
use partial Identification. A low-carbon R&D spending shock has no contemporaneous
effect on GDP, employment and CO2 emissions. This corresponds to the conceptualization of public R&D spending as a future-oriented investment that may eventually
contribute to the development of environmentally beneficial technologies and lead to
a reduction in CO2 emissions in the long run. Since R&D could engender technological progress and higher productivity in the future, we do not impose any long-run
restrictions to capture a potential future economic boost from higher productivity.
At the same time, since essentially our public R&D variable is a government budget,
we do not restrict its short-run impact on the other variables, following a common
identification of government spending shocks.
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3.1.2.

Identifying the Carbon Tax shock with Blanchard-Quah Long-Run
Restrictions

To investigate the existence of a structural relation between Carbon taxes and CO2
emissions and the macroeconomy, we estimate a Structural Vector Autoregression
Approach (SVAR) with long-run restrictions as developed by Blanchard and Quah
(1989).
Using the Blanchard and Quah method one does not impose any restrictions on the
short-run impact of disturbances εt on model variables. Instead, one differentiates
between shocks which have either temporary or permanent effects. The idea is to have
a model where the first shock is the only shock driving the first variable in the longrun, the first and the second shock the only ones driving the second variable and so
on. By using this method, we implicitly decompose carbon taxes into its temporary
and permanent components. We rely on the economic theory of the parallel path
hypothesis to identify the permanent components of carbon taxes as having no impact
on the growth rates of GDP, employment and CO2 emissions in the long run.
Following Blanchard and Quah, we consider a VAR representation in a system composed of 4 variables that are the first difference of (1) GDP, (2) Employment, (3)
Carbon Taxes, (4) CO2 emissions.3
In matrix form, the equation of our Vector Autoregression can be written as :








F11 (L)
0
0
0
ωGDPt

 



 


 ∆Employmentt  F21 (L) F22 (L)
0
0   ωEmploymentt 

=



 


 ∆Carbon T axt  F31 (L) F32 (L) F33 (L)
0   ωCarbon T axt 

 


∆CO2 Emissionst
F41 (L) F42 (L) F43 (L) F44 (L)
ωCO2 Emissionst
∆GDPt

F(L) is the matrix of the long-run effects, and wt is the vector of structural shocks,
where the third on is our carbon tax shock.
The Impulse Responses to the structural shocks are given by the matrices F (L). Here
we apply our Identifying Restrictions. We use partial identification to make the as3 Note

that the Blanchard - Quah technique requires that both variables must be stationary. We verify that

our variables are difference-stationary using an Augmented Dickey Fuller test.
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sumption that carbon taxes have no long-term impact on the growth rate of CO2 emission, but may have immediate impact on GDP and employment. This is underpinned
by the theoretical assumption of the “parallel path hypothesis”. Following Metcalf
and Stock (2020), we loosely identify that innovations to GDP and employment also
have no contemporaneous impact on CO2 emissions in the transport, household and
commercial and institutional sector, because it is assumed to be a persistent and slowmoving variable (Metcalf and Stock, 2020). Therefore, although our F (L) matrix has
16 entries, we only need six additional assumptions.
In practice, the identification restrictions are given by setting the upper triangular
entries of matrix F(L) to 0. The restriction can be implemented in the following way.
Let us consider the reduced form VAR

 
∆GDPt
A (L) A12 (L)

  11

 
 ∆Employmentt  A21 (L) A22 (L)

=

 
 ∆Carbon T axt  A31 (L) A32 (L)

 
∆CO2 Emissionst
A41 (L) A42 (L)

A13 (L) A14 (L)



GDPt







A23 (L) A24 (L)  Employmentt 




A33 (L) A34 (L)  Carbon T axt 


CO2 Emissionst
A43 (L) A44 (L)

where E (t 0t ) = Ω.
Analogous to short-run restrictions, we want to recover an Impulse Response function of the variables to a structural shock. Since the structural shocks of interest are not observed, we need to recover them from the above VAR equation. Let
S = chol (A(1)ΩA(1)0 ) and K = A(1)−1 S. We then identify the structural shocks as
wt = K −1 t
and the Impulse Response Functions to the structural shocks are given by
F (L) = A(L)K
Here, we can verify that the restrictions are implemented correctly in the upper triangular.
F (1) = A(1)K
= A(1)A(1)−1 S
=S
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We also prove that shocks are orthogonal and uncorrelated to each other since
KK 0 = A(1)−1 SS 0 A(1)−10
= A(1)−1 A(1)ΩA(1)0 A(1)−10
=Ω
and



E wt wt0 = E K −1 t 0t K −10
= K −1 ΩK −1
= K −1 KK 0 K −10

3.1.3.

Extension I : The Public - Private R&D Nexus

In an extension, we include both public low-carbon R&D in an SVAR to uncover how
public and low-carbon R&D may incentivize and complement each other. The Matrix
below shows our ordering of the variables. Employing again short-run restrictions, we
additionally identify the shock to private and public R&D assuming that private R&D
follows from public R&D and hence has no contemporaneous effect on the latter. In
practice, this is achieved by setting the matrix S as follows :


s11

s21


S = s31


s41

s51

3.2.

0

0

0

s22

0

0

s32 s33

0

s42 s43 s44
s52 s53 s54


0

0


0


0

s55

Data

Due to the late implementation of carbon taxes in many European countries, we limit
our SVAR to analysing Nordic countries - Denmark, Finland, Sweden and Norway all of which already introduced carbon taxes in the early 1990s and thus provide a
longer time series of data.
Our data-set combines information from several sources. The macroeconomic series
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for GDP and employment are taken from the World Bank Group and Eurostat, respectively. Data on countries’ carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions are also provided by
Eurostat. Following Metcalf and Stock (2020), we select a measure of CO2 emissions
from just some sectors of the economy: the transportation, the commercial, the institutional and the household sector. This is because the carbon taxes levied in our
sample countries are typically taxes on gasoline, other fuel, and heating oil. They thus
represent a tax on normal goods with relatively low elasticity of substitution that is
mainly borne by consumers. Carbon taxes are measured by the World Bank Group and
published on their Carbon Pricing Dashboard. Since national carbon tax legislations
impose different rates on different products from different sectors, experts commonly
rely on the World Bank’s measure, which is an average price in US dollars per ton of
CO2 emissions for each country, calculated as a weighted average of the taxes levied
on different sectors (World Bank Group, 2021).
Research and development investment into environmentally friendly technologies low-carbon R&D - can consist of public funds or private companies’ budgets. Government budgets for low-carbon R&D are a matter of public record and monitored
by the International Energy Agency, where we obtain this data from. Our variable
of public low-carbon R&D includes the budgets designated for research on renewable
energy sources, energy efficiency, power storage technologies, hydrogen and fuel cells
and cross-cutting technologies (International Energy Agency, 2021). An overview of
how each of these technologies contributes to reducing emissions can be found in Appendix B. Although it can be classified as a low-carbon technology, we exclude R&D
spending for nuclear energy. The reason is that although being neutral with respect to
CO2 emissions, nuclear energy overall is not regarded to be environmentally friendly
because of the highly toxic and long lasting waste it generates. Especially since the
2011 Fukushima accident, nuclear energy has become more controversial in the European Union amongst the emergence of a new political will to reduce dependence on
nuclear energy.
Private low-carbon R&D data is usually proprietary company information and not
publicly available. To circumvent this problem, we use the number of patent applications for technologies with environmentally friendly applications as a proxy for private
R&D. Since companies’ R&D activities are usually more profit-oriented, patents are
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filed while products are in the early stages of development and a research project is
rarely undertaken if the company does not expect it to yield a readily implementable
technology shortly thereafter (Estrada and Montero, 2009). Therefore, many studies
use the number of patent applications as a consistent proxy for the level of private
companies’ R&D activities (Estrada and Montero, 2009, Cozzi and Galli, 2014, Chu
and Cozzi, 2018).
Before beginning with our analysis, we examined our data. All of our variables are
logged to enable an interpretation in percentage points. Since none of the variables
are stationary, we include them in our analysis in first differences.

4.

Results

In this section we discuss the results of our Structural Vector Autoregression and
evaluate the Impulse Response Functions of GDP, employment, and CO2 emissions to
a shock to the carbon tax and a shock increase in public and private low-carbon R&D
investment in low-carbon technologies. In an extension, we also enter public and private
low-carbon R&D in the same SVAR to observe their effect on each other. Throughout
the result section we compare how the economy reacts in our four Nordic economies,
Finland, Denmark, Sweden and Norway, and briefly comment on common trends. Since
we enter variables in first differences in our SVAR, we turn to cumulative Impulse
Response Functions (IRFs) to observe level changes in the macroeconomic variables.
To enable comparison across countries and shocks with different units, we recover
Impulse Response Functions following a one-standard deviation shock. However, the
magnitude of a standard deviation in terms of carbon tax (USD per tonnes), public
low-carbon R&D (budget in USD), and private low-carbon R&D (number of patents)
differ per country.
Our IRFs are estimated over the full sample - which for carbon taxes and private
low-carbon R&D is from 1990 to 2018 and for public low-carbon R&D from 1985 to
2018 - and reported over a horizon of 12 years. More detailed complementary results,
such as Robustness Results and Forecast Error Variance Decompositions (FEVD) can
be found in Appendix F and D.
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4.1.

Policy Impact on GDP

Figure 1 shows the reaction of GDP to one-standard deviation shocks to carbon taxes,
public low-carbon R&D and private low-carbon R&D (proxied by patents on environmental technologies) in our four Nordic economies. Overall, we observe no statistically
significant impact of either carbon taxes or R&D - whether public or private - on GDP.
The immediate impact of a one-standard deviation increase in carbon tax is not statistically significantly different from zero at the 10% level over the whole horizon. GDP

(a) Denmark - Carbon tax (b) Finland - Carbon tax

(c) Norway - Carbon tax

(d) Sweden - Carbon tax

(e) Denmark - Public

(f) Finland - Public

(g) Norway - Public

(h) Sweden - Public

low-carbon R&D

low-carbon R&D

low-carbon R&D

low-carbon R&D

(i) Denmark - Private

(j) Finland - Private

(k) Norway - Private

(l) Sweden - Private

low-carbon R&D

low-carbon R&D

low-carbon R&D

low-carbon R&D

Figure 1: Cumulative IRF of Shock on GDP
Note: The magnitude of one standard deviation of shocks differ across countries. One standard deviation of
carbon tax shock for Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden is $6, $2, $4 and $7 of carbon tax respectively.
A one standard deviation of public low-carbon R&D shock for Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden is
21%, 24%, 41%, 22% of public low-carbon R&D respectively. A one standard deviation of private low-carbon
R&D shock for Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden is 15%, 17%, 20% and 7% of private low-carbon R&D
respectively.
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only varies from the steady state value by less than 0.5% and confidence bands are
very wide. Just in Norway we see an nearly significant 0.5% increase in GDP eight
years after the tax shock.
Public low-carbon R&D has no statistically significant effect on GDP at the 10% level
over the whole horizon for Denmark, Finland and Norway. Only in Sweden we observe
a significant negative cumulative impact on GDP at year for of -1.5%.
In Finland, private low-carbon R&D decreases GDP by 1% upon an increase on impact
and by a cumulative significant decreasing effect on GDP of -3%. While in Denmark
and Sweden we observe a similar trend, albeit statistically insignificant, in Norway,
a shock to private low-carbon R&D increases GDP, although this is also statistically
insignificant. These puzzling results for Norway are not in line with the general literature, which expects R&D efforts to result in economic growth (Estrada and Montero,
2009). However, we observe that the Impulse Response Function for Norway deviate
from our expectations throughout our analysis. Although we cannot conclude this
from our analysis, the case of Norway may exhibit different patterns because of the
countries’ unique economic reliance on oil, the several ways in which government budget relates to the oil volume sold and the oil price, and the many ways in which the
economy and citizenry profit from oil through social security and investment.
To gain more understanding of our results, we obtain the FEVD of GDP. For all
countries, the variation of GDP is explained less by itself over time and contributing
in smaller amounts over the time horizon. For Sweden, Finland and Denmark, public
low-carbon R&D is able to explain a larger variation of GDP over time, up to 25.6%,
11.1% and 22.8% at the tenth year, respectively. Low-carbon R&D share too have
increases over time for all countries. This is in line with the explanation that R&D
has a long run effect on GDP. For all countries, employment does not seem to explain
more than 5% of the variance in GDP.

4.2.

Policy Impact on Employment

Figure 2 displays the cumulative Impulse Response Functions of countries’ employment
numbers to a one standard deviation shock of carbon taxes and public and private low-
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(a) Denmark - Carbon tax (b) Finland - Carbon tax

(c) Norway - Carbon tax

(d) Sweden - Carbon tax

(e) Denmark - Public

(f) Finland - Public

(g) Norway - Public

(h) Sweden - Public

low-carbon R&D

low-carbon R&D

low-carbon R&D

low-carbon R&D

(i) Denmark - Private

(j) Finland - Private

(k) Norway - Private

(l) Sweden - Private

low-carbon R&D

low-carbon R&D

low-carbon R&D

low-carbon R&D

Figure 2: Cumulative IRF of Shock on employment
Note: The magnitude of one standard deviation of shocks differ across countries. One standard deviation of
carbon tax shock for Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden is $6, $2, $4 and $7 of carbon tax respectively.
A one standard deviation of public low-carbon R&D shock for Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden is
21%, 24%, 41%, 22% of public low-carbon R&D respectively. A one standard deviation of private low-carbon
R&D shock for Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden is 15%, 17%, 20% and 7% of private low-carbon R&D
respectively.

carbon R&D. Overall, we observe no statistically significant impact of either carbon
taxes or R&D - whether public or private - on Employment. If, statistically significant
results are observed upon impact but mostly turn insignificant afterwards. The Impulse
Response Functions of employment also always closely track the observed path of GDP,
indicating the strong co-movement of the two macroeconomic variables.
In the short term, there is some significant adjustment of employment by +0,6% in
Sweden and -0.3% in Norway in response to a one-standard deviation increase in
carbon tax, however, effects turn insignificant in the long run.
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Public low-carbon R&D has no statistically significant effect on GDP at the 10%
level, apart from a -0.4% impact effect in Norway. Like GDP, Finland’s and Sweden’s
employment numbers decrease in the first years after a shock to private low-carbon
R&D. The magnitude of the effect is around -2% and -1.5% for Finland and Sweden,
respectively, but unlike GDP, the effects are statistically insignificant at the 10% level.
The FEVD of employment indicates that the variation of employment is largely explained by GDP, ranging from 31% to 50.3% in Finland. This is consistent with the
pro-cyclicality of the job market to GDP. Public low-carbon R&D explains a large
variation of employment in Sweden and Denmark, at 35% and 29.2% in the ninth
period, respectively. However, low-carbon R&D only explains little in Finland and
Norway.

4.3.

Policy Impact on CO2 Emissions

Figure 3 shows the cumulative Impulse Response Functions of countries’ CO2 emissions
to a one standard deviation shock of carbon taxes and public and private low-carbon
R&D. Figure 3 visualizes the main result of our paper: a carbon tax increase has
no tangible effect on CO2 emissions, while in many countries there is a statistically
significant reduction in emissions by around 2% following an increase in public or private low-carbon R&D. The insignificance of carbon tax is in line Metcalf and Stock
(2020). However, the result that R&D displays a much larger and beneficial effect is
new. Although in line with theoretical predictions (Acemoglu, Aghion, Bursztyn and
Hemous, 2009), as far as we are aware, this is a first empirical indication of the relevance of R&D into low-carbon technologies in reducing CO2 emissions in Scandinavia.
More specifically, in Denmark we observe a nearly statistically significant cumulative
decrease of emissions by 2% following a public R&D shock, and in both Denmark
and Finland we observe a significant cumulative 2% reduction in emissions following
a private low-carbon R&D shock.
Our results are not conclusive. Firstly, although both results are not statistically significant, in Sweden we observe a decreasing pattern following a private R&D shock, but a
slight increasing pattern after a public low-carbon R&D shock. Meanwhile in Norway,
the effect - although not statistically significant - seems to show an inverse pattern,
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(a) Denmark - Carbon tax (b) Finland - Carbon tax

(c) Norway - Carbon tax

(d) Sweden - Carbon tax

(e) Denmark - Public

(f) Finland - Public

(g) Norway - Public

(h) Sweden - Public

low-carbon R&D

low-carbon R&D

low-carbon R&D

low-carbon R&D

(i) Denmark - Private

(j) Finland - Private

(k) Norway - Private

(l) Sweden - Private

low-carbon R&D

low-carbon R&D

low-carbon R&D

low-carbon R&D

Figure 3: Cumulative IRF of Shock on CO2 Emissions
Note: The magnitude of one standard deviation of shocks differ across countries. One standard deviation of
carbon tax shock for Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden is $6, $2, $4 and $7 of carbon tax respectively.
A one standard deviation of public low-carbon R&D shock for Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden is
21%, 24%, 41%, 22% of public low-carbon R&D respectively. A one standard deviation of private low-carbon
R&D shock for Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden is 15%, 17%, 20% and 7% of private low-carbon R&D
respectively.

where a private low-carbon R&D shock marginally increases CO2 emissions. We cautiously argue that this pattern could be related to the unique Norwegian economy government - oil nexus. However, overall looking at low-carbon R%D the results so far
indicate that in most countries either public low-carbon R&D or private low-carbon
R&D drives down CO2 emissions significantly.
The FEVD reveals that the variance of CO2 emissions is mostly explained by itself. For
different countries, the second largest share is explained by different variables. GDP
can explain 15% to 20% of emissions for Finland, Denmark, Sweden, but it does not for
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Norway. The contribution of public and private low-carbon R&D to atmospheric CO2
is relatively small for Finland and Denmark, except for Sweden and Norway. In Sweden,
public low-carbon R&D can explain around 20% of the variation of emissions. While
in Norway, private low-carbon R&D can also explain around 20% of the variation,
which is large compared to other countries.

4.4.

Crowding out of private from public low-carbon R&D

Our results so far indicate that in countries where one low-carbon R&D has a significant negative impact on CO2 emissions it is either public low-carbon R&D or private
low-carbon R&D driving the dynamic. Because of a possible crowding out effect from
public low-carbon R&D to private low-carbon R&D we conduct an extra five variable
SVAR including growth rates for GDP, employment, CO2 emissions, public low-carbon
R&D and private low-carbon R&D.

(a) Denmark - Private

(b) Finland - Private

(c) Norway - Private

(d) Sweden - Private

low-carbon R&D

low-carbon R&D

low-carbon R&D

low-carbon R&D

Figure 4: Cumulative IRF of Shock on public low-carbon R&D
Note: Full results can be found in figure E1 in Appendix E.

Figure 4 shows the IRFs of the five variable SVAR as a shock of public low-carbon
R&D to private low-carbon R&D in our four countries of interest. The results indicate
a crowding out effect for Norway after year two. This observation may yield a possible
explanation for the fact that CO2 emissions increase with public low-carbon R&D in
the country and is in line with our unexpected findings for Norway. Denmark and
Sweden see crowding in effects, yet they are insignificant. Crowding in effects can
potentially originate from spillovers from public into private low-carbon R&D. Finally,
in Finland we observe a significant crowding in effect of around 10% after year four
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which turns insignificant later on.

5.

Discussion

In the following we provide a discussion of our results for the carbon tax shock as
well as the public and private low-carbon R&D shock. We interpret our results with
special attention to methodological and data limitations and compare them to the
current literature.

5.1.

Carbon Tax

Identifying the carbon tax shock with Blanchard-Quah long-run restrictions is not
without some limitations. Firstly, by definition, our impulse response functions are
only reliably identified up to their sign, but their numerical estimates are imprecise
(Kilian, 2011). Secondly, when new carbon taxes are implemented, the price of emissions drastically increases, while afterwards real carbon taxes mostly fluctuate due
to differences in the price deflator and minor legislative changes (World Bank Group,
2021). This renders our carbon tax variable highly persistent. Gospodinov at al. (2011)
argues that the statistical properties of the impulse response function differ when a
variable can be assumed to be nearly non-stationary. Specifically, when one of the
processes is close to having a unit root, there is weak correlation between a contemporaneous change in variable in question and its lagged level, which decreases towards
zero. This in turn results in weaker identification with long-run restrictions, and the
standard confidence bands may be invalid (Gospodinov, 2011). We partly address this
issue like Metcalf and Stock (2020), namely by applying an Augmented Dickey Fuller
test to verify that carbon taxes are difference-stationary and proceeding with estimation including using the first difference. Thirdly, another drawback is that identification
by long-run restrictions requires an accurate estimate of the Impulse Response Function at the infinite horizon, which is hardly feasible given a short time series. Hence,
we need to be aware that our structural VAR models become less unreliable given our
finite sample (Faust and Leeper, 1997). Lastly, it has been observed that structural
VARs are sensitive to whether variables are entered in levels or first differences, but it
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is generally accepted that which specification is adequate ultimately depends on the
economic rationale underlying the identification scheme (Killian, 2013). As outlined
in greater detail in section 2.1, our identification scheme involving variables in first
differences is based on the theoretical concept of the “parallel path hypothesis” which
predicts that in the long-run, a level shock to carbon taxes will not have an effect on
the growth rate of GDP as seen in Metcalf and Stock (2020).
Our findings are generally in line with empirical literature such as Lin and Li (2011)
and Metcalf and Stock (2020), where the authors found no statistically significant
impact of carbon tax shock to GDP growth, employment growth and CO2 emission
growth in the same Scandinavian countries using a difference-in-difference regressions
and SVAR methodology respectively. Other papers such as Ghazouani et al. (2020)
have found a small positive reduction of emissions upon the introduction of a carbon
tax using a similar country sample as we do. More specifically the authors example
have found a -2.61% to -3.03% reduction of CO2 emission. This may seem to contradict our findings at first. However, as aforementioned, given our short sample time
and the eventual persistence of the variables, we are unable to estimate completely
accurate confidence intervals of our impulse response function which may cloud the
economic significance in our results. Furthermore, our results that imply no impact
of carbon taxes on CO2 emissions cannot be generalized to say that there may never
be a beneficial effect of carbon taxes. As we recall, a one-standard deviation shock to
carbon taxes represents in our case an increase in carbon taxes of merely 6 US dollars
on average. This is well below the 40 US dollars that for instance the Climate Leadership Council (2019) recommends. Moreover, we investigate the effect of a flat tax,
whereas several propose that a progressive tax would be optimal (Acemoglu, Aghion,
Burstyz and Hemous, 2009).
Noticeably, the carbon taxes in our sample mainly cover the road transport and
the commercial, institutional, and household sectors. The more industrial sectors are
mostly covered by the EU-ETS (Metcalf and Stock, 2020). For sectors targeted by
the carbon tax, the price-elasticity of carbon intensive goods is assumed to be quite
inelastic, which would explain why we do not observe a larger reduction in emissions.
For example, Hughes, Knittel and Sperling (2008) find a short run price elasticity of
gasoline to be circa 0.07. In another meta-analysis conducted by Labandeira et al.
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(2015), the authors found that the household and commercial sectors’ price elasticity
for energy demand is of around 0.22 and 0.23 respectively. Those findings imply that
even after a price hike due to a carbon tax, gasoline, fuel and heating oil remain necessary goods and consumers cannot reduce their use as drastically as one might expect.
Another explanation for the persistence of emission levels may be the fact that per
capita electricity consumption in Sweden Denmark, Finland, Norway has changed by
+8.6%, +0.008%, -10.0% and -8.3% respectively from 1990 to 2020, despite constantly
rising electricity prices over the same period (OWID, 2020). Further research could
extend our analysis by including a variable of energy demand as yet another driver of
emissions in similar SVAR models.

5.2.

Low-carbon R&D

Our findings on the effect of private and public low-carbon R&D should also be interpreted cautiously in light of some limitations of our short-run identification. We
identify the public or private low-carbon R&D shock by suggesting that it will only
impact CO2 emissions after one period, which here is a year. Using more granular data
would allow us to model the fact that some R&D may yield an applicable technology
after a shorter time-span and CO2 emissions could already react in a shorter time span
of, for example, six months. Publicly available information also lacked more detailed
information about the specific research projects financed with public R&D funds and
their estimated duration, and it is not possible to know soon a technology is put to use
after its been patented, since that data is proprietary. Nevertheless, using a short-run
restriction with yearly data is a common strategy to model the impact of R&D using
patent data, because it is estimated that technologies are patented within the first or
second year of development (Estrada and Montero, 2009).
In general, public energy R&D has long been regarded as an effective tool to combat
climate change, as it plays a substantial role in increasing the private returns on the
development of new technologies (Folger, 2014). Acemoglu et al. (2009) have advocated
for implementing R&D subsidies jointly with carbon taxes, to ease the transition to
more sustainable forms of production for companies. Supplementary public funds can
also “kickstart” green innovation by making future private research into R&D more
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profitable by reducing sunk costs. Specifically in the Nordic countries, Miremadi et
al. (2019), using an instrumental variable approach, found that public investments in
R&D led to knowledge spillovers and the development of renewable energy sources
such as wind, solar and bio-fuels. However, research using data on public R&D from
the International Energy Agency did not find any significant relationship between
energy R&D expenditures and CO2 emissions for the Nordic countries (Koçak and
Ulucak, 2019). Meanwhile our results indicate that public low-carbon R&D reduces
CO2 emissions in Denmark and private low-carbon R&D in Denmark and Finland.
This difference could stem from diverging definition of what constitutes public lowcarbon R&D. Our definition is more holistic because it includes research on crosscutting technologies and energy efficiency which ultimately are also environmentally
beneficial.
In sum, one of our papers main innovations is to apply and develop a SVAR methodology to investigate the effect of low-carbon R&D on CO2 to the literature. We also
contribute to the empirical evidence on innovation policies aimed at fostering public
and private investment in low-carbon technologies. Especially our findings on private
R&D highlight its importance in bringing down CO2 emissions. Given that the constraints of our methodology are mostly related to a lack of longitudinal data on climate
policies, we hope that future research can extend our methodology and gather more
consistent results, as even from our limited study one can already derive certain implications for a holistic climate-policy mix. Our most policy-relevant finding is that
overall there is no tangible negative macroeconomic impact of carbon taxes or R&D.
While more detailed studies of sectoral effects should also be conducted, there seems
to be no evidence to support an arguments that climate change mitigation efforts are
at odds with macroeconomic activity. Another tentative policy suggestions would be
to consider a policy mix. Revenue from carbon taxes could be reinvested in financial
subsidies or tax-deduction schemes for private low-carbon R&D or directly to increase
spending on public low-carbon R&D. This way, even if - contrary to our findings carbon taxes should turn out to have negative effects on countries’ macroeconomics,
real GDP may grow through sustained technological progress without increasing CO2
emissions.
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6.

Robustness

To probe the robustness of our results we employ a procedure regarded as standard in
the literature, namely the comparison of our main findings to a version of our SVAR
model in which lag length and variables are slightly different. For a full summary of
robustness results see Appendix F. Our robustness results confirm our main findings for
almost all shock-country combinations and for GDP, employment and CO2 emissions.
Only in Sweden robustness results differ slightly from the main results. Regarding
GDP, the negative impact of low-carbon R&D in year four observed in the previous
section is rendered insignificant, but private low-carbon R&D significantly decreases
GDP in year two by 2% under the new specifications. Moreover, compared to the main
results CO2 emissions significantly fall by up to 3% and over the whole horizon as a
consequence of a shock to Swedish private low-carbon R&D. Overall it can be affirmed
that two lags suffice in order to capture the dynamic properties of our endogenous
variables. Lastly, we note that impulse responses for GDP and CO2 emissions do not
change significantly when we exclude employment.

7.

Conclusions

In this paper, we develop a novel application of the SVAR methodology within environmental macroeconomics investigating a holistic policy mix aimed at reducing CO2
emissions on the one hand and ensuring sustainable economic growth on the other
hand.
Our analysis is concerned with the macroeconomic and environmental impact of different policy variables. We evaluate the effect of carbon taxes, public low-carbon R&D
and private low-carbon R&D on GDP, employment and CO2 emissions in Finland,
Norway, Denmark and Sweden. We find that carbon taxes do not significantly affect
GDP and employment in the long run, but we also do not observe a significant reduction in CO2 emissions. Our results, might be influenced by the fact that the first
carbon taxes were introduced in 1990 and consequently data is still relatively limited.
Furthermore, our results indicate a significant negative effect of low-carbon R&D on
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emissions in Denmark and Finland. The effect of low-carbon R&D on GDP and employment is ambiguous and depends on the individual country. To the best of our
knowledge, this is a first empirical indication of the relevance of R&D into low-carbon
technologies in reducing CO2 emissions in Northern Europe.
The implications of our result can fruitfully contribute to the debate about the adequate policy instruments for fighting climate change on at least three dimensions.
Firstly, we find no evidence supporting the political concern that carbon taxes might
negatively impact jobs and growth. Secondly, we provide evidence for the effectiveness of low-carbon R&D - public and private - in reducing CO2 emissions. However,
country specific crowding in and crowding out effects of public and private investment
in low-carbon technologies should be taken into account when deciding for example
on appropriate innovation policies. Lastly, our paper underlines the idea that revenues
from carbon taxes might potentially be employed for financing low-carbon R&D which
in turn could spur long-run, emission free economic growth.
We hope this new application will spark further research in the area, especially once
more European data on carbon taxes and low-carbon R&D is available and more
precise and unequivocal results can be expected. In any case, as for the planet time is
of the essence, the economic profession should focus ever more efforts on understanding
the macroeconomics of climate change.
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Appendix A

History of carbon tax

Table A1: Carbon Taxes in selected European countries

Country

Year

Rate in 2018

of enactment

(USD per metric ton)

Share of greenhouse

Carbon tax revenue

gas emissions

in 2018

in 2019 covered by tax

(USD millions)

Finland (FIN)

1990

70.65

36%

1,458.6

Norway (NOR)

1991

49.30

62%

1,659.8

Sweden (SWE)

1991

128.91

40%

2,572.3

Denmark (DNK)

1992

24.92

40%

543.4

Note: Coverage is the share of a country’s emission covered by the carbon tax.
Source: World Bank Group (2019).
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Appendix B

Decomposition of public energy R&D

Figure B1: Percentage of R&D dedicated to different energy sources in 1990 and
2017 in Denmark

Figure B2: Percentage of R&D dedicated to different energy sources in 1990 and
2017 in Finland
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Figure B3: Percentage of R&D dedicated to different energy sources in 1990 and
2017 in Norway

Figure B4: Percentage of R&D dedicated to different energy sources in 1990 and
2017 in Sweden
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Appendix C

Evolution of carbon taxes, public and private low-carbon
R&D in selected countries

Figure C1: Carbon tax implemented in selected European countries from 1990 to
2018

Figure C2: Low-carbon R&D evolution in selected European countries from 1990 to
2018
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Figure C3: CO2 emission in selected European countries from 1990 to 2018

Figure C4: Evolution of patents in environment-related technologies registered in
selected European countries from 1990 to 2018
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Appendix D

Forecast Error Variance Decompositions

(a) Finland

(b) Denmark

(c) Sweden

(d) Norway

Figure D1: Forecast Error Variance Decomposition for GDP

(a) Finland

(b) Denmark

(c) Sweden

(d) Norway

Figure D2: Forecast Error Variance Decomposition for Employment
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(a) Finland

(b) Denmark

(c) Sweden

(d) Norway

Figure D3: Forecast Error Variance Decomposition for CO2 emission
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Appendix E

Five-variable SVAR

(a) Denmark - GDP

(b) Finland - GDP

(c) Norway - GDP

(d) Sweden - GDP

(e) Denmark - Employment (f) Finland - Employment (g) Norway - Employment (h) Sweden - Employment

(i) Denmark - CO2

(j) Finland - CO2

(k) Norway - CO2

(l) Sweden - CO2

Emissions

Emissions

Emissions

Emissions

(m) Denmark - Private

(n) Finland - Private

(o) Norway - Private

(p) Sweden - Private

low-carbon R&D

low-carbon R&D

low-carbon R&D

low-carbon R&D

Figure E1: Cumulative IRF of Shock on public low-carbon R&D (full results)
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Appendix F

Robustness checks

(a) Denmark - Carbon tax (b) Finland - Carbon tax

(c) Norway - Carbon tax

(d) Sweden - Carbon tax

(e) Denmark - Public

(f) Finland - Public

(g) Norway - Public

(h) Sweden - Public

low-carbon R&D

low-carbon R&D

low-carbon R&D

low-carbon R&D

(i) Denmark - Private

(j) Finland - Private

(k) Norway - Private

(l) Sweden - Private

low-carbon R&D

low-carbon R&D

low-carbon R&D

low-carbon R&D

Figure F1: Robustness check: Shock on GDP
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(a) Denmark - Carbon tax (b) Finland - Carbon tax

(c) Norway - Carbon tax

(d) Sweden - Carbon tax

(e) Denmark - Public

(f) Finland - Public

(g) Norway - Public

(h) Sweden - Public

low-carbon R&D

low-carbon R&D

low-carbon R&D

low-carbon R&D

(i) Denmark - Private

(j) Finland - Private

(k) Norway - Private

(l) Sweden - Private

low-carbon R&D

low-carbon R&D

low-carbon R&D

low-carbon R&D

Figure F2: Robustness check: Shock on CO2 Emissions
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